REPORT OF THE INTERGOVERNMENTAL MEETING OF MEDITERRANEAN COASTAL STATES ON THE BLUE PLAN

SPLIT, YUGOSLAVIA, 31 JANUARY-4 FEBRUARY 1977

CORRIGENDUM

1. Paragraph 3, add Cyprus in all texts

2. Paragraph 15, add Cyprus, in all texts

3. Paragraph 42, add "The United Nations" before "Conference on Desertification", in the English text only

4. Paragraph 48, replace (i) and (ii) by 47.1 and 47.2 in the English text only

5. Paragraph 52, delete the word "possibly" before marine living resources in all texts

6. Paragraph 54, replace "moyens techniques" by "moyens fonctionnels" in French text, and replace "institutional" by "funcional" in Spanish text
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